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Ideas

- Reduce redundancies in review process
- Improve quality
- Little change to the established process
  - Documented outcome → more coverage and efficiency
- More motivation
How does it work

- Define article range
- Define user group
- Use the watchlist as always
Article Range

• Categories (can include sub-categories)
• Individual articles
• Exclude specific categories / articles

• Cover whole topics
• E.g.: Tree-of-life, Chemistry, Medicine, etc.
Users

- Owners (list admins)
- Users
- Trusted Editors
Handling

- Agree on tags
- Review edits
  - Set tags (e.g. approved, second op.)
  - Add comment
  - Revert revisions
Outlook

- Tagging existing articles (outside recent changes)
- Define sublists for tagging in multiple lists
Discussion

http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/collaborativewatchlist/
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:CollaborativeWatchlist